Working Student - Commerce Backends & Enabling (m/f/d)

Our online fashion store ABOUT YOU is one of the fastest-growing eCommerce players in Europe and has already won several awards. As a fashion and technology company, we work together towards our goal of making the shopping experience more inspiring and personal for our customers. As we are always seeking for motivated talents, we are looking for a Working Student (m/f/d) for 1 year to support our Commerce Backends & Enabling Team to constantly optimize, enhance and maintain our procurement processes with your system support and striving for a balance between technical effort and business level!

Start Date: From now on
Location: Hamburg

What you will do

- Track the progress of feature requests and bug fixes within our product development teams
- Create reportings to monitor and steer the team's achievements
- Support with testing and writing requirements for implemented features or bugs
- Work in an agile and international environment
- Work data-driven, based on reports and analyses for deriving actions that are truly oriented towards our customers' needs

Who you are

- Enrolled student, interested in retail tech enabling and willing to expand your knowledge
- Analytical and efficient way of thinking
- Fast understanding of complex tasks with many variables and high uncertainty
- Solution-oriented and out-of-the-box thinking
- Driven to take over responsibility
- Proficient with MS Office (especially Excel)
- Good understanding of technical processes
- Fluent English skills (spoken & written)

Nice to have

- Cursory knowledge of agile methods
- Experience with JIRA and Confluence

Benefits

- Fresh fruit every day
- Sport courses
- Exclusive employee discounts
- Free drinks
- Language courses
- Company parties
- Mobility subsidy
- Central Location
- Flexible Working Hours
- Home office on Mondays and Fridays
- Dog-friendly office

YOU ARE THE CORE OF ABOUT YOU.

We take responsibility for creating an inclusive and exceptional environment where all genders, nationalities and ethnicities feel welcomed and accepted exactly as they are. We believe that a diverse workforce essentially contributes to the ABOUT YOU culture. In order to maintain talent and diversity, we emphasize the care for physical health, mental health and overall well-being. Our values and work ethics essentially contribute to our brand mission: empower acceptance and shape an inclusive, fair and circular fashion culture.

We are looking forward to receiving your application – preferably via our online application portal! Thus, we can ensure a faster process and for you, it is very easy to upload your application documents. :)}